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The target audience for this work includes systems programmers and administrators who are looking for assistance in implementing Samba in new and existing Windows and UNIX environments. A basic overview of both UNIX and Windows system and network architectures is provided to assist those readers whose primary background may be in one or the other of these operating environments. The general narrative of the text focuses on how to install and configure Samba to facilitate various authentication models favoring  either UNIX or Windows as a primary security authority. This includes how Samba can beconfigured to act as an NT Primary Domain Controller and how Samba coexists with Windows 2000. The subject matter is partitioned by function to facilitate quick access to topics of interest. Advanced topics are integrated into each of the functional chapters to reduce having to move back and forth between general and advanced chapters. Sections on operation and client tools will benefit end users who want a better understanding of how to tailor and optimize their use of Samba services.
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Beginning ASP.NET Security (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	Programmers: protect and defend your Web apps against attack!


	You may know ASP.NET, but if you don't understand how to secure your applications, you need this book. This vital guide explores the often-overlooked topic of teaching programmers how to design ASP.NET Web applications so as to prevent online thefts and...
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The Art of Film Acting: A  Guide For Actors and DirectorsFocal Press, 2002
This guide for actors and directors develops a valid method for training performers to act from their core--whether they are cold reading, auditioning, or performing for film or television.  This book teaches actors how to achieve and respond to believable and honest emotions before the camera, and it maintains that the key to a successful...
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The Catalyzing Mind: Beyond Models of Causality (Annals of Theoretical Psychology)Springer, 2013

	How do we understand and explain phenomena in psychology? What does the concept of “causality” mean when we discuss higher psychological functions and behavior? Is it possible to generate “laws” in a psychological and behavioral science—laws that go beyond statistical regularities, frequencies, and probabilities?...
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Agile Software Development Quality AssuranceIGI Global, 2007
After spending the summer north of the Arctic Circle, basking in the midnight sun and the warmest weather for over 100 years in Finland, I was especially happy to find this book sitting on my desk waiting to be read. Although there is no shortage of books on agile methodologies and practices, something had been missing. The concept of quality is...
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Parochialism, Cosmopolitanism, and the Foundations of International Law (ASIL Studies in International Legal Theory)Cambridge University Press, 2011

	This book examines the boundary between parochial and cosmopolitan justice. To what extent should international law recognize or support the political, historical, cultural, and economic differences among nations? Ten lawyers and philosophers from five continents consider whether certain states or persons deserve special treatment,...
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Killer UX DesignSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2012

	
	
		When I embarked on my career as a psychologist, I never imagined I’d end up
	
		designing technology products and services. Funny where you end up in life, and
	
		lucky for me all those years at university weren’t wasted: the business of understanding
	
		humans and the way they behave is critical to designing....
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